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VISUAL ARTIST AND CRAFT MAKER AWARDS 
Na h-Eileanan Siar  2010-2019 
 
A summary of grants awarded to Visual Artists and Craft Makers living in the Outer Hebrides 

 

 

Between 2010 and 2019 the #VACMAScotland grants scheme was managed locally by Comhairle 

nan Eilean Siar in partnership with Creative Scotland.  The grants were funded by Comhairle nan 

Eilean Siar and supported by Creative Scotland through funding from the National Lottery. 
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Visual Artists and Craft Maker Awards: Na h-Eileanan Siar   2018/19  

 

Meg Rodger: based in North Uist was awarded £1500 

“Artist Residency: Icelandic Textile Center, Blönduós, Iceland.” 

Meg Rodger’s website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Carol Graham: based in Harris was awarded £1500 

“Participation in a designer/maker course to expand my skills in contemporary home textiles and accessory 

design. Purchase of relevant equipment to make new work incorporating Harris Tweed, leather and 

Cordura.”  

Carol Graham's website with examples of the craft maker's work 

 

Mairi Gillies: based in Lewis was awarded £1110 

“To attend a residential Bronze casting course at the Scottish Sculpture Workshop and for materials to 

research and develop new site specific work relating to the landscape of Lewis.” 

Mairi Gillies's website with examples of the artist's work 

 

Sandra Kennedy: based in Lewis was awarded £500 

“Short  period  of  research  at  the  exhibition  Oceania  at  the  Royal  Academy  London,  leading  to  a  

series  of  woodcuts to be made over 6 months to be exhibited in 2019.” 

Sandra Kennedy's website with examples of the artist's work 

 

Alice Macleod: based in Lewis was awarded £950  

“My aim is to develop a collection of pattern designs reflecting the islands and childhood memories.  I intend 

to use these to produce a range of home and fashion wares.” 

Alice Macleod's website with examples of the craft maker's work 

 

Jordane Symington: based in Lewis was awarded £1500 

https://www.megrodger.com/
https://www.megrodger.com/
https://www.megrodger.com/
https://borrisdale.scot/
https://borrisdale.scot/
https://borrisdale.scot/
https://www.mairigillies.com/
https://sandramarvig.wixsite.com/sandrakennedyartwork
https://www.alicemacprints.co.uk/
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“To develop a new line of designs using advanced casting techniques including casting precious stones 

directly into metal.” 

Jordane Symington’s website with examples of the craft maker’s work 

 

Teresa (Ani) George: based in North Uist was awarded £500 

“Taking inspiration from the wild nature of North Uist, Cast of Antlers Crafts combines Red Deer cast antlers 

with smooth beach stones collected locally on the Islands' hills and beaches. Equipment purchase to create 

new range of work.” 

Teresa George’s “Cast of Antlers” Facebook page with examples of the craft maker’s work 

 

Elaine Murray: based in Lewis was awarded £940 

“Assistance with the costs of development and presentation of a new series of Screen-prints and mixed 

media works based on medieval stone carvings found in the Hebrides.” 

Elaine Murray’s Facebook Page with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Kirsty Lymburn: based in Lewis was awarded £1000 

“Equipment Purchase to design and make contemporary Harris Tweed garments for the Wee Workshop.” 

Kirsty Lymburn’s website with examples of the craft maker’s work 

 

Peter Ferguson: based in North Uist was awarded £500 

“Materials and equipment for producing new work for a gallery exhibition.” 

Peter Ferguson’s website with examples of the artist’s work 

  

https://www.islewear.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/Craftsofantlerscrafts/
https://www.facebook.com/elainemurrayartist
https://www.theweeworkshop.co.uk/
https://peterferguson.org/
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Visual Artists and Craft Maker Awards: Na h-Eileanan Siar:   2017/18 

 

Alexandra Stuart-Hutcheson based in Lewis was awarded £1000 

"To research, develop and buy materials for a kinetic 3D art installation with film projection. To be marketed 

for exhibitions and art festivals in 2018.” 

Alexandra Stuart-Hutcheson’s website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Annette Sopata based in Lewis was awarded £1100 

"To support the creation of new work using new materials and techniques to be shown at Design March, 

Reykjavik:  in collaboration  with Icelandic Designer: Arndis J'ohannsdottir who has over 40 years’ experience 

in creating accessories and garments using Icelandic fish leather.” 

Annette Sopata’s website with examples of the craft maker’s work 

 

Christine Morrison based in Lewis was awarded £1000 

 "To explore the process of Fine Art Lithography and develop a personal response, through a new series of 

work, during four weeks sustained studio practice at Highland Print Studio, in Inverness.” 

Christine Morrison website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Elaine Murray based in Lewis was awarded £500 

"Support with the costs of attending a two day Screen Printing course at the Highland Print Studio and 

equipment to develop a new body of work.” 

Elaine Murray's Facebook page with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Geoff Calvert based in Harris was awarded £500 

"Purchase of workshop tools to improve the efficiency of manufacture of leather goods: leather cutting and 

hemming tweed.” 

Geoff Calvert's website with examples of the craft maker’s work 

 

http://www.whywecreate.co.uk/
http://www.diggorybrown.com/
http://www.christinemorrison.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/elainemurrayartist
http://www.theoldleatherworks.co.uk/
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Jordane Symington based in Lewis was awarded £1500  

"To develop a new line of work using the wax carving process used in casting, allowing me to extend my line 

of designs and also recreate them.” 

Jordane Symington's website with examples of the craft maker’s work 

 

Karen Maclean based in Barra was awarded £700 

“To advance weaving skills and confidence by attending the Heriot Watt University’s summer weaving school 

in June 2018.” 

 

Laura Maynard based in Lewis was awarded £900  

"I am producing a body of work based on the surfers and surf culture on the Isle of Lewis. This work will then 

be part of an exhibition for An Lanntair.” 

Laura Maynard's website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Lorraine Burke based in North Uist was awarded £500  

"To develop a new body of work, a three part series of 25 photographs taken at three locations throughout 

Uist, totalling 75 photographs finished and mounted on aluminium over the course of six months.” 

Lorraine Burke's website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Margaret Ferguson based in Lewis was awarded £1000  

"I am going to commemorate the centenary of the lolaire disaster of 1919 through art, aiming to paint 100 

portraits of the lost sailors.” 

Margaret Ferguson's website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Margaret Maclellan based in North Uist was awarded £500  

"This application is for equipment. This will assist in the development and honing of my skills for my print 

practice.  My intention is to make Artist's books from original prints.” 

Margaret Maclellan's website with examples of the artist’s work 

http://www.islewear.co.uk/
http://www.lauramaynardart.com/
http://www.lorraineburke.co.uk/
https://www.margaretfergusonart.com/
http://www.margaretmaclellan.moonfruit.com/
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Marie Melnyczuk based in North Uist was awarded £1000  

“To attend a residential Rug-Weaving master-class, which will significantly develop my skills in specialist 

weaving category.  I am investing in another loom; this course will assist technical understanding.” 

Marie Melnyczuk's website with examples of the craft maker’s work 

 

Peter Ferguson based in North Uist was awarded £500  

"Equipment to produce new series of large scale paintings on wave and cloud forms.” 

Peter Ferguson's website with examples of the artist’s work 

  

http://machairweave.co.uk/
https://peterferguson.org/
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Visual Artists and Craft Maker Awards: Na h-Eileanan Siar   2016/17 

 

Alex Boyd based in Lewis was awarded £1239  

“Support to undertake the Cill Rialaig Arts Residency in Ireland to produce new work for a show in the main 

gallery at An Lanntair in summer 2017.” 

Alex Boyd's website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Anne Corrance Monk based in Benbecula was awarded £1336  

“Enhancing my overall art practise and in particular a photographic project involving photographing all 

residents in the township I live in, Torlum, in Benbecula.” 

Anne Corrance Monk’s entry in the Axis Artists’ Directory with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Catherine Myles based in Lewis was awarded £970  

“I am seeking funding for a five day Professional Sewing Techniques course at the London College of Fashion, 

a contribution towards the cost of travel and the purchase of a Janome Over locker sewing machine.” 

 

Geoff Stear based in Scalpay was awarded £711  

“The creation of a collection of new works the result of a one month residency of research and creation at 

the Sommerakadmiet in Kalvag, Bremanger, Norway in April 2016.” 

Geoff Stear's website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Jon Macleod based in Lewis was awarded £1000  

“To undertake a residency in Senegal developing collaborations and a new body of work – embedding myself 

in unfamiliar surroundings as a means of evolving my own practice.” 

Jon Macleod’s entry in the an Lanntair artist directory with an example of the artist’s work 

 

Michelle Letowska based in North Uist was awarded £900  

https://www.alexboyd.com/
https://www.axisweb.org/p/annecorrancemonk/
http://www.geoffstear.co/
http://lanntair.com/creative-programme/artist/artist-directory/lewis/illustrators-printmakers/
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“One month collaborative residency curated by Eva Oddo at Gallery Alem, Lisbon, exploring cross European 

social and urban/rural ‘peripheral’ change using child-led artistic strategies.” 

Michelle Letowska’s entry in the Axis Artists’ Directory with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Nickolai Globe based in Harris was awarded £1500  

“I would like to create a new body of work consisting of large slabs of clay incorporating the minerals and 

sediments of Harris.” 

Nicolai Globe's website with examples of the craft maker’s work 

 

Paulette Brough based in Lewis was awarded £1500  

“Research and develop skills for tailoring and construction of outerwear garments.” 

Paulette Brough's website with examples of the craft maker’s work 

 

Sandra Kennedy based in Lewis was awarded £800  

“Experimenting with handmade printmaking using Japanese woodcut techniques.” 

Sandra Kennedy's website with examples of the artist’s work 

  

https://www.axisweb.org/p/michelleletowska/
http://www.nickolaiglobe.com/
https://www.rarebirddesign.co.uk/
https://sandramarvig.wixsite.com/sandrakennedyartwork
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Visual Artists and Craft Maker Awards: Na h-Eileanan Siar   2015/16 

 

Laura Donkers based North Uist was awarded £1500  

“To attend a six-week drawing residency at DRAW international, Caylus, France, under the supervision of 

Artistic Director John McNorton PhD, RCA.”  

Laura Donker's website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Louise Cook based North Uist was awarded £500  

“To purchase a small capacity test-kiln to enable a faster turnaround for new ideas for my ceramic work.” 

Louise Cook's website with examples of the craft maker’s work  

 

Ross Hamilton Frew based in North Uist was awarded £1084  

“To produce a series of hard wearing steel relief aquatint and caustic soda lino etching plates alongside John 

McNaught at the Highland Print Studio, Inverness.” 

Ross Hamilton Frew’s website with examples of the artist’s work  

 

Rebecca Cotton based in North Uist was awarded £999  

“To learn new skills from a relevant Scottish-based felting company and purchase appropriate small-scale 

machinery to develop my practice, allowing me to set up a small felting business in the future.”  

Rebecca Cotton’s website with examples of the craft maker’s work 

 

Sophie Morrish based in North Uist was awarded £1399  

“To purchase additional equipment needed to develop skills and creative practice within the context of an 

International Artist’s Residency.” 

Sophie Morrish’s website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Kirsty O Conner based in North Uist was awarded £1500  

https://www.lauradonkers.art/
https://shoreline-stoneware.co.uk/
http://www.rosshamiltonfrew.co.uk/
https://www.rebeccacottonstudio.com/
https://www.sophiemorrish.net/
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“To seek funding for firing equipment in order to further develop my creative practice. The initial aim is to 

create a body of work relating to the local fishing boats.” 

Kirsty O Conner’s website with examples of the artist’s work  

 

Michelle Letowska based in North Uist was awarded £720  

“Request for support to attend training to advance skills and technical ability in Glasgow 2015 to support 

production of work for an exhibition on Uist in September 2016.” 

Examples of artist Michelle Letowska’s work on the Axis Artist Directory 

 

John Maher based in Harris was awarded £500  

“To assist with the purchase of lighting equipment to enable me to create WORK, a unique and original 

photographic project focussing on a vital yet often overlooked aspect of island life.” NOTE: project did not go 

ahead within time constraints of grant. Grant was repaid by the artist. 

John Maher’s website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Simon Rivett based in Lewis was awarded £500  

“I am applying for help with the costs of a month’s residency at Herhusio in Siglufjordur, Northern Iceland.” 

Simon Rivett’s website with examples of the artist’s work  

 

Uisdean Paterson based in Lewis was awarded £1298  

“To purchase a Logasol Farmer’s Sawmill, ex Chainsaw ripping blade and chain to cut trees and timber to the 

required dimensions for my wood sculpting business.” 

An online book with examples of craft maker Uisdean Paterson’s work  

  

https://kirstyoconner.com/
https://www.axisweb.org/p/michelleletowska/
http://johnmaher.co.uk/
https://simonrivett.co.uk/
http://www.blurb.co.uk/books/5147413-uisdean-paterson
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Visual Artists and Craft Maker Awards: Na h-Eileanan Siar   2013/14 

 

Darren Cole based in Harris was awarded £1500  

“to seek assistance for specialist equipment, enabling me to blend my diving and photographic skills 

together to form an image based project for exhibition at the Harris Arts Festival.” 

Darren Cole’s website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Jocelyn Anne Rabbits based in North Uist was awarded £870  

“I seek support for framing costs, gallery costs, travel and accommodation expenses to enable an exhibition 

of my work at the Apothecary Gallery.” 

Examples of artist Jocelyn Anne Rabbits work in the Fragility of Flight exhibition at Taigh Chearsabhagh 

 

Steve Dilworth based in Harris was awarded £1500  

“To contribute to installing a small scale foundry in my studio.”  

Steve Dilworth’s website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Beka Globe based in Harris was awarded £1500  

“Machair in Macro – to produce a series of 12 large photographic prints of machair flowers 1.5m x 1.5m 

printed onto aluminium for an exhibition in Harris.” 

Beka Globe’s website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Dawn Susan based in Lewis was awarded £793  

“The purpose of the application is to enable me to attend a master-class with Owen Jones in Arbroath.” 

Dawn Susan’s website with examples of the craft maker's work  

 

Michael Andrew Kelly based in North Uist was awarded £1265  

“Delivering my projected film piece for 4front’s Synthesis exhibition in Manchester and enabling me to 

develop my visual arts practice in film production, editing and exhibition to a professional standard.” 

http://www.darrencole.com/
https://www.taigh-chearsabhagh.org/events/fragility-of-flight-iii-sea-wings/
http://www.stevedilworth.com/
http://www.bekaglobe.com/
http://www.hebrideanbaskets.co.uk/
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Michael Andrew Kelly’s profile on linked in 

 

Annie Maynard based in Lewis was awarded £1062  

“There are two elements a) purchase of equipment to enable firing ceramics reliably b) Attend a 5 day 

pottery course run by professional potters.” 

 

Gavin Jones based in Harris was awarded £1086  

“The opportunity to work on 5 large scale sculptures with a view to exhibiting as an open studio at Manish 

School in October 2014. (Basic raw materials and equipment requested).”  

  

https://uk.linkedin.com/in/michaelkellyartist
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Visual Artists and Craft Maker Awards: Na h-Eileanan Siar   2012/13 

 

Simon Rivett based in Lewis was awarded £1500  

“To help with the costs of travel to and the subsistence costs of working in an artist’s studio in Akureyri in 

Northern Iceland for one month in September 2013.” 

Simon Rivett’s website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Marnie Keltie based in North Uist was awarded £1000  

“To take part in a contemporary painter-led mentoring course for post-graduate experienced painters.” 

Marnie Keltie’s website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Sandra Kennedy based in Lewis was awarded £1000  

“To complete new work based on painting and present it for a solo exhibition at Museum of Modern Art 

Wales (The Tabernacle) in spring 2013.” 

Sandra Kennedy’s website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Mairi Thomson based in South Uist was awarded £1000  

“To experiment with large scale prints of my photographs with the intention of exhibiting works, locally, 

nationally and internationally.” 

Mairi Thomson’s website with examples of the artist’s work  

 

Margaret Joan Macisaac based in North Uist was awarded £1000  

“To help me establish my future in the national and international art community, to build a body of work 

out-with the education structure.” 

Margaret Joan Macisaac’s website with examples of the artist’s work  

 

Simon Bradley based in North Uist was awarded £700  

“To show my work at The Apothecary Gallery in London as part of their annual Hebridean exhibition.” 

https://simonrivett.co.uk/
http://www.marniekeltie.co.uk/
https://sandramarvig.wixsite.com/sandrakennedyartwork
http://www.mairithomson.co.uk/
https://margaretjoanmacisaac.wordpress.com/
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Documentation of ‘The Secret Sea’ exhibition at Taigh Chearsabhagh with work by Simon Bradley  

 

Lorraine Burke based in North Uist was awarded £1400  

“To exhibit my work in a gallery in London. This will help me continue my practice as an artist as a new body 

of work will be produced especially for the show.” 

Lorraine Burke’s website with examples of the artist’s work  

 

Christine Morrison based in Lewis was awarded £1200  

“To develop a series of prints for exhibition, using traditional and contemporary methods involved in photo-

gravure process, to visualize six Scottish island stories.” 

Christine Morrison’s website with examples of the artist’s work  

 

Margaret Maclellan based in North Uist was awarded £700  

“To research early botanical illustrations and collections. This application is to request funding to travel to 

London, Kew Gardens and Vienna, Osterrichiche Bibliotek.” 

Margaret Maclellan’s website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

John Maher based in Harris was awarded £500  

“To fund: travel costs for a 10 day photographic tour of Uists and Barra: a collection of high quality prints for 

exhibition.” 

John Maher’s website with examples of the artist’s work  

  

http://www.taigh-chearsabhagh.org/taighc_events/cuan-uibhist-the-secret-sea/
http://lorraineburke.co.uk/
http://www.christinemorrison.co.uk/
http://www.margaretmaclellan.moonfruit.com/
http://johnmaher.co.uk/
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Visual Artists Awards: Na h-Eileanan Siar   2011/12 

 

Olwen Shone based in North Uist was awarded £500  

“To create the series of colour photographs ‘Silver and Blue’.” 

 

Moira Maclean based in Lewis was awarded £800  

“Towards the development of ‘Putting my House in Order’ a website that represents and reflects the body 

and aesthetic of my work; designed as a house with rooms, wallpapers, archives in the attic etc.” The project 

did not go ahead, due to time constraints and the grant was repaid by the artist. 

Moira Maclean’s website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Amanda Jane Rae based in South Uist was awarded £1300  

“To develop and extend my professional practice by developing a large body of work for an exhibition 

nationally and internationally.” 

Amanda Jane Rae’s entry on Saatchi Art directory with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Laura Donkers based in North Uist was awarded £1000  

“To purchase a ‘”15” Mac book pro and software Final Cut Pro X enabling me to expand my working practice 

to include on location editing for the ‘North Light’ Exhibition, Dunbar.” 

Laura Donker’s website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Beka Globe based in Harris was awarded £900  

“To produce a series of fine art prints of St Kilda, an exhibition and an artist book to accompany them.” 

Beka Globe’s website with examples of the artist’s work 

 

Jon Macleod based in Lewis was awarded £500  

“To support a residency and exhibition in Finland, make new work, research touring opportunities and print 

ideas.” Jon Macleod’s entry in the An Lanntair artist directory with an example of the artist’s work 

http://www.moiramaclean.net/
https://www.saatchiart.com/aRae
https://www.lauradonkers.art/
http://www.bekaglobe.com/
http://lanntair.com/creative-programme/artist/artist-directory/lewis/illustrators-printmakers/
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Craft Maker Awards: Na h-Eileanan Siar   2011/12 

 

Miranda Forrest based in South Uist was awarded £1000  

“To purchase a jar mill to grind local materials for ceramic glaze making.” 

Miranda Forrest’s entry in the An Lanntair artist directory with an example of the craft maker’s work  

 

Nickolai Globe based in Harris was awarded £1100  

“To produce a pioneering body of work that challenges tradition and explores new possibilities of ceramic 

process.”  

Nickolai Globe’s website with examples of the craft maker’s work  

 

Carol Burgis based in Lewis was awarded £500  

“To facilitate personal development in the use of under glaze pencil techniques on hand-built curved ceramic 

vessels and forms with reference to observed linear patterns in shoreline settings.”  

Carol Burgis’s website with examples of the craft maker’s work  

 

Rosie Wiscombe based in Lewis was awarded £900  

“For participation in specialist handbag making courses and to buy relevant machinery in order to develop a 

new range of vintage inspired Harris Tweed handbags for market.” 

Rosie Wiscombe’s Jeanie&Me Facebook page with examples of the craft maker’s work 

  

Louise Cook based in North Uist was awarded £800 

“I produce stoneware ceramics and require a larger slab-roller of 60cm width, to increase the size range of 

my products and enable me to introduce new material.”  

Louise Cook’s website with examples of the craft maker’s work  

 

Stephen Adams based in Lewis was awarded £700  

http://lanntair.com/creative-programme/artist/artist-directory/uists/craft-textiles/
http://www.nickolaiglobe.com/
https://www.themiddleroom.com/
https://en-gb.facebook.com/JeanieMe-previously-By-Rosie-109328302492618/
https://www.shoreline-stoneware.co.uk/
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“To bring to fruition my vision of developing a wide variety of peat based craft items using traditional craft 

techniques.”  

Stephen Adam's Hebridean Peat Craft's Facebook page with examples of the craft maker’s work  

  

https://m.facebook.com/HebrideanPeatCrafts
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Visual Artists Awards: Na h-Eileanan Siar   2010/11  

 

Chris Mackie based in Lewis was awarded £350  

To assist with the purchase of a new camera lens and the production of a small edition publication, 

documenting locals’ cultural links to the ocean, particularly through surfing. 

Chris Mackie’s website with examples of the artist’s work  

 

Sarah Jane Macintyre based in South Uist was awarded £900  

To help fund a research and production residency with the Klondike Institute for Arts and Culture in Dawson 

City, Yukon, Canada. 

 

Sophie Morrish based in North Uist was awarded £390  

To assist with the travel and subsistence costs to attend exhibitions and a “Drawing from Digital” workshop 

at the Tate Modern in London, in order to inform and advance her creative practice.  

Sophie Morrish’s website with examples of the artist’s work  

 

John Maher based in Harris was awarded £500  

To assist with the cost of purchasing equipment to expand the scope of his work, whilst staying true to his 

ideals of creating interesting, original images by controlling and manipulating light. This enabled him to 

create a collection of photographs based on the Pentland Road Sheilings and to start to investigate 

portraiture. 

John Maher’s website with examples of the artist’s work 

  

Olwen Shone based in North Uist was awarded £400  

To purchase materials to create a new series of photos. The resulting work was selected for an exhibition at 

the Royal Scottish Academy in Edinburgh.  

 

Sandra Kennedy based in Lewis was awarded £300  

http://cargocollective.com/chrismackie
https://www.sophiemorrish.net/
http://johnmaher.co.uk/
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Towards the cost of paper and drawing materials to enable her to spend time working on drawing as a 

method of research, to create a new body of work. 

Sandra Kennedy’s website with examples of the artist’s work  

 

Margaret Maclellan based in North Uist was awarded £600  

Towards the costs of an A3 inkjet printer, a UV light-box and components to produce a series of prints 

exploring the possibilities of photo sensitive polymer resist. 

Margaret Maclellan’s website with examples of the artist’s work  

 

Ian Stephen based in Lewis was awarded £1000  

To buy time, equipment and cover expenses to participate fully in two Arts projects with a Western Isles link 

and international aspect – Ars Navigare 2 and the Cape Farewell project. 

Ian Stephen’s website with examples of the artist’s work  

 

Joe Mahony based in Lewis was awarded £944  

Towards the cost of equipment to develop a new direction to his art practice particularly to create a series of 

print ready lenticular images based around the floating world of Japanese printmaking but using Stornoway 

and Lewis as a back-drop. 

  

https://sandramarvig.wixsite.com/sandrakennedyartwork
http://www.margaretmaclellan.moonfruit.com/
http://www.ianstephen.co.uk/
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Craft Maker Awards: Na h-Eileanan Siar   2010/11  

 

Alison Macleod based in Lewis was awarded £300  

To further collaborate with fashion designer, Judy Clark, and to assist with the costs to attend and exhibit 

their collection at Scotland Rediscovered, a Scottish textiles showcase event in London. 

Alison Macleod’s website with examples of the craft maker’s work 

  

Corinna Krause based in North Uist was awarded £1200  

To purchase equipment to enable Sollas Bookbinding to establish the art of letter and pattern engraving on 

book covers and boxes. 

Corinna Krause’s website with examples of the craft maker’s work  

 

Paulette Brough based in Lewis was awarded £1000  

To attend a Bag Making course, with one to one tuition, at Prescott and Mackay Ltd. in London;  the 

workshop enabled Paulette to learn new skills, particularly the introduction of leatherwork to compliment 

the use of Harris Tweed in her designs. 

Paulette Brough’s website with examples of the craft maker’s work  

 

Annette Sopata based in Lewis was awarded £1500  

To purchase equipment materials and associated marketing costs to develop the creative expansion of 

Diggory Brown her professional kilt design and construction business, by establishing its first ready to wear 

sample range of ladies’ kilts in exclusive tweeds. 

Annette Sopata’s website with examples of the craft maker’s work  

http://tigertextiles.moonfruit.com/
http://www.sollasbooks.com/
https://www.rarebirddesign.co.uk/
http://www.diggorybrown.com/

